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To suppress low frequency vibration and noise generated by power transformer in residential area and achieve environment
protection standards, a double-beam metamaterial is proposed, which is fabricated through periodically coupling silicon steel
sheet and aluminum beams with Belleville quasi-zero stifness spring (BQZSS). Te double-beam metamaterial can be assembled
with iron core of transformers as a whole to obtain the design of a low-noise transformer. Performing static analysis, the
mechanical model of BQZSS is established and the relationship between restoring force, stifness, and displacement can be
obtained. Ten, the mechanical properties of BQZSS are verifed with the fnite element method. On this basis, the governing
equations of the unit cell of the double-beam metamaterial are derived using Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. According to Bloch
theorem and boundary conditions, the dispersion relation of the double-beam metamaterial is deduced, and behaviors of fexural
wave propagation in beams are investigated. Te efects of structure parameters on bandgaps and dispersion properties are
studied, and the low frequency vibration bandgap mechanism is revealed. Finally, the frequency response function (FRF) of the
double-beam metamaterial with a fnite length is calculated in ANSYS to verify the bandgap characteristics given by a theoretical
model.Te results show that the double-beammetamaterial can yield multiple low frequency bandgaps at 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz,
and 500Hz for suppression of fexural vibration components of transformers, which benefts from Bragg scattering (BS) and the
blend of BS and LR mechanisms. Te opening and closing of the low frequency bandgaps and the attenuation constants within
bandgaps can be tuned by choosing parameters of beams. Tese fndings suggest that the coupling between beams can lead to
novel dispersion properties, which provides a new control approach for low frequency vibration and noise in power transformer.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of urbanization, urban elec-
tricity consumption has increased signifcantly and corre-
sponding voltage level of power transmission and
transformation equipment has increased accordingly. As a
result, the high-voltage transmission lines have been brought
in the center of cities, and many high-voltage and large-
capacity transformers have been mounted in residential
areas [1]. While transformers ofer the convenience for high-
voltage transmission, the low frequency vibration and noise
generated by silicon steel sheets of iron core of transformers

poses a severe challenge to environmental standards. Te
low frequency vibration and noise of transformers has been
recognized as the main pollution source of residents near
power plants, substations, and converter stations, and this
kind of pollution becomes more and more serious with the
continuous improvement of transmission capacity and
voltage level [2]. Te low frequency vibration and noise of
iron core of transformers due to magnetostriction occur
twice per a current cycle. Tus, for operating frequency at
50Hz, the vibration and noise of transformers mainly
consists of 100Hz and its harmonics (200Hz, 300Hz, and so
on) [3]. Tese low frequency vibration and noise will not
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only adversely afect the operation of equipment but also
degrade the comfort of residents. Note that the low fre-
quency vibration and noise has high difraction ability and
wide propagation distance, which can make people’s blood
pressure rise, become irritable, and even lose their sense of
mind [4–6]. With the increasingly stringent environmental
regulations, the low frequency vibration and noise of
transformers have become an important factor that cannot
be ignored in high-voltage power transmission. Hence, how
to reduce the low frequency vibration and noise of trans-
formers is an urgent problem to be solved.

Up to now, investigations on controlling low frequency
vibration and noise of transformers mainly focus on noise
source control, propagation path control, and receiver
protection [7], such as selecting silicon steel sheet with small
magnetostriction to reform transformer body, installing
sound barriers for transformer, and using active noise
control methods for noise cancellation [8]. Using 27ZDKH
silicon steel sheet to replace traditional ones, Wang and
Zhao [9] designed a new transformer iron core and the
magnetic fux in iron core has been reduced from 1.75 T to
1.5 T, the noise of transformer is dropped by 5 dB. To control
propagation path, Hu et al. [10] took 220 kV transformers as
an object to investigate the performance of sound insulation
of sound barriers, and results show that noise can be reduced
by 1 dB. Liu et al. [11] adopted single and double micro-
perforated panels (MPPs) to mitigate noise pollution of
transformers, and results reveal that the sound pressure level
reduction is about 3 and 4.6 dB after installing single and
double MPPs. To achieve ventilation and heat dissipation on
the propagation path, coiled-up silencers consisting of
coupled tubes was designed by Wang et al. [12] to ofer both
air circulation and noise reduction for transformers. As
active noise control (ANC) is good at low frequency
problem, combining with active feedforward control algo-
rithm, Zhang et al. [13] employed microphone array to
conduct the active noise control, and then the simulations
indicate that the low frequency noise components at fre-
quencies 50Hz, 100Hz, and 200Hz are attenuated by
12–18 dB. Zhao et al. [14] developed a new FXLMS algo-
rithm for active noise control of transformers, and this active
system can obtain noise reduction of 8–15 dB. Although the
abovementioned approaches can obtain considerable noise
reduction for transformers, they are always limited in
practice. Especially for ferromagnetic material with small
magnetostriction is expensive. As for noise barrier and
microperforated panel, they not only occupy a large space
but also cause difculties in heat dissipation and daily
maintenance of transformers. In addition, the active noise
control always requires multiple secondary sound sources
and complex control algorithm.

In comparison with reforming transformer, sound
barrier, and active noise control, the noise reduction based
on vibration control of transformer structure has also been
paid more attention. Once the vibration of transformers is
reduced, the sound radiation of the equipment will be re-
duced to a certain extent. Tus, researchers design various
vibration isolators or absorbers installed on the propagation
path of vibration and noise of transformers. Supporting

transformer with rubber isolators, Zhang [15] performed
sound radiation analysis of transformer and pointed out that
the rubber isolator can decrease the sound radiation. Dong
et al. [16] adopted magnetic negative stifness spring in
parallel with folding beam to construct a quasi-zero stifness
transformer isolation platform with friction damping, and
the simulation shows that the platform can efectively
suppress the low frequency vibration and noise of the
transformer. Moreover, the nonlinear damping was also
added to quasi-zero stifness isolator for resonance sup-
pression of transformer [17]. Recently, Zhou et al. [18]
employed vertical and inclined springs to devise a quasi-zero
stifness isolator for transformer and the experimental re-
sults show that the isolator can efectively suppress low
frequency vibration of the transformer, thus, the sound
radiation can be reduced. Besides that, Cao et al. [19] studied
the vibration and noise suppression of transformers attached
with tuned mass damper (TMD) and the results show that
the maximum noise reduction of TMD is close to 1.6 dB (A).
Although the abovementioned can achieve transformer
noise reduction, whereas the rubber isolator will be aged and
lose performance due to high temperature of transformer,
and for quasi-zero stifness isolator and TMD, they are
limited in application because of their large dimensions.

According to the investigations reviewed above, it is hard
for traditional material and vibration attenuation structures
to suppress low frequency vibration and noise of trans-
formers. Terefore, it is necessary to explore new ways to
cope with the low frequency vibration and noise of trans-
formers. Recently, the subwavelength photonic crystals and
acoustic metamaterial have become the hot topic because of
their advantages in low frequency vibration and noise
control, such as high tunability and small volume. Referring
to Hilbert fractal curve, Wang et al. [20] exploited the
labyrinth structure to design acoustic metamaterial for
transformers, and the experimental results show that its
sound transmission loss can reach up to 20 dB in the range
from 100Hz to 800Hz, respectively. Similarly, Zhao et al.
[21] designed a hybrid coil-type acoustic metamaterial for
suppressing audible noise of transformers at 400Hz and
500Hz, and the sound transmission loss in the bandgap
from 400Hz to 500Hz reaches 25 dB. Furthermore, con-
sidering high-order Hilbert fractal curves, the sound
transmission loss of third-order acoustic metamaterials can
reach more than 30 dB at the main frequencies of trans-
former noise [22]. In addition to Hilbert fractal form, maze-
like acoustic metamaterial [23] was also employed by Zhao
to obtain sound transmission loss about 25 dB in the fre-
quency band of 100Hz–500Hz. Although the Hilbert fractal,
labyrinth, coil-type, and maze-like acoustic metamaterial
can realize great noise reduction, the acoustic difraction
along the edges of Hilbert fractal acoustic metamaterial
decreases the overall noise reduction. Tus, Wang et al. [24]
combined ANC with the Hilbert fractal acoustic meta-
material to counteract the difracting sound waves of
transformers near the edges of the metamaterial, and the
results show that the sound pressure level with ANC on the
specifed points is more than 10 dB lower than that without
ANC. As thin flm metamaterials have advantages in low
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frequency bands, Yuchao et al. [25] developed a membrane-
type acoustic metamaterial to attenuate the noise of trans-
formers in the frequency range from 100Hz to 500Hz. To
absorb multiple low frequency components of transformer
noise, Sharafkhani [26] connected multiple Helmholtz
resonators in series and parallel to obtain the perfect sound
absorption at frequencies 100Hz, 200Hz, and 300Hz, re-
spectively. Ye et al. [27] proposed a step-by-step structural
design method to design plate-type acoustic metamaterial
for transformers, which can address single-frequency and
multifrequency sound insulation. Although the above-
mentioned acoustic metamaterial can efectively attenuate
the low frequency vibration and noise of transformer, these
metamaterial can only be mounted outside of the trans-
former and occupy too much space. Hence, developing the
new form of metamaterial applied to control low frequency
vibration and noise of transformer is urgent.

As is known to all, the low frequency vibration and noise
of transformer is mainly attributed to the magnetostriction,
which results in fexural vibration of silicon steel sheets
under AC magnetic fux [2]. Tus, suppressing the low
frequency fexural vibration of silicon steel sheet will be a
new choice to reduce the sound radiation of transformer.
Hence, by periodically coupling silicon steel sheet and
aluminum with BQZSS, this paper proposes a double-beam
metamaterial to attenuate the low frequency fexure vibra-
tion of silicon steel sheet. Subsequently, the low frequency
noise radiated from transformers would be reduced ac-
cordingly. Te double-beam metamaterial yields multiple
low frequency bandgaps to attenuate the low frequency
vibration and noise of transformers at 100Hz, 200Hz,
300Hz, and 500Hz, and can be assembled with iron core of
transformers as a whole to obtain the design of the low-noise
transformer. So that the drawbacks of large space occupation
and difculties in heat dissipation and maintenance of
transformers can be overcome. Unlike the traditional Bragg
scattering or local resonance metamaterial using lattice or
discrete resonators, the multiple low frequency bandgaps of
the double-beam metamaterial are formed with dynamic
coupling created by BQZSS, while each beam does not in-
dividually have bandgap.

Te rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, both the physical and mechanical models of the double-
beam metamaterial and BQZSS are presented. Te disper-
sion relationship and bandgap structures are investigated in
Section 3. In Section 4, numerical simulations and analysis of
double-beam metamaterial are conducted. Finally, conclu-
sions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Double-Beam Metamaterial with BQZSS

2.1. ConceptualModel of theDouble-BeamMetamaterial with
Quasi-Zero Stifness. Te layout of transformer iron core is
presented in Figure 1, which is composed of silicon steel
sheets and double-beam metamaterial. Connecting four sil-
icon steel sheet beams end-to-end and then stacking silicon
steel sheet beams into square form, the square iron core of
transformer can be obtained. Once alternating current is
applied to the windings wound on square iron core, the

magnetostriction of silicon steel sheet under time-varying
magnetic fux occurs, which results in the low frequency
bending vibration of silicon steel sheets along with normal
direction of its surface. Tus, the low frequency sound ra-
diation would be generated due to the low frequency bending
vibration of silicon steel sheet, and subsequently, the envi-
ronmental pollution is produced. In order to suppress these
low frequency vibration and noise, the double-beam meta-
materials are respectively installed at the front, middle, and
back ends of square silicon steel sheets.Te square silicon steel
sheets and double-beam metamaterial are clamped and as-
sembled together using I-beam clamping mechanisms, and
the nuts and limit bushings are employed to ofer preload for
iron core. As confgured in such a form, the low frequency
fexural vibration of square silicon steel sheets can be at-
tenuated by double-beam metamaterial.

As shown in Figure 2, the double-beam metamaterial
consists of one group of front and back beams, which are
connected end-to-end to form the square. Each group of
double-beam is composed of silicon steel sheet beam and
aluminum beam, and a number of BQZSSs are uniformly
distributed between two beams with equal space. To make
BQZSS operate at its equilibrium position, a preload of
400N∼600N is applied on I-beam clamping mechanisms by
screwing nuts along with limit bushing. Tus, the dynamic
coupling between the silicon steel sheet and aluminum beams
is created by BQZSS, which can produce low frequency vi-
bration bandgaps for transformer vibration and noise control.

Referring to the iron core of power transformer displayed
in Figures 1 and 2 and for the convenience of following
analysis, the double-beam metamaterial is further simplifed
to the mechanical model in Figure 3(a), and one unit cell of
length L containing two beams and two BQZSSs are presented
in Figure 3(b). Two BQZSSs shown in Figure 4 are com-
pressed with each other to provide coupling for two beams.

2.2. Static Analysis of Belleville Quasi-Zero Stifness Spring.
To suppress the low frequency vibration and noise of
transformer, the mechanical properties of BQZSS should be

I-beam clamping 
mechanism

nut

middle double-beam 
metamaterial

back double-beam 
metamaterial

shaf

Silicon steel 
sheet

BQZSS

Limit bushing

front double-beam
metamaterial

Figure 1: Transformer iron core with silicon steel sheets and
double-beam metamaterial.
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Figure 3: Double-beam metamaterial: (a) mechanical model of double-beam metamaterial and (b) unit cell of double-beam metamaterial.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: BQZSS: (a) single BQZSS and (b) two counter-pressure springs.

Front silicon steel
sheet beam

Back aluminum
beam

BQZSS

Figure 2: Double-beam metamaterial.
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analyzed since the coupling is generated by BQZSS. Figure 5
shows the dimensions of BQZSS.Tere are four slots existing
in BQZSS’s conical surface. As can be seen from Figure 5, b1
and b2 are the widths of tips of the slots,Dm is the diameter of
bottom circle of the slot, d is the diameter of tip circle of slot,
h is the height of closed conical surface, D is the diameter of
bottom of BQZSS, t is the thickness of BQZSS, and L0 is the
height of BQZSS.When an external force Fn is applied on the
top of BQZSS, the corresponding deformation is displayed
in Figure 5(c). It should be noted that the overall dis-
placement δ of the top of BQZSS in vertical direction is
contributed by two parts: one is the fexural displacement δ1
that comes from closed conical surface, and the other is the
bending deformation δ2 which is attributed to elastic de-
formation of slotted parts.

In terms of the elastic theory [28], the relationship be-
tween the external force Fn and displacement δ1 can be
expressed as follows:

Fn �
E

1 − μ2
·

t
3

D
2 · K1δ1 1 +

h

t
−
δ1
t

 
h

t
−
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2t
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(1 − d/D)
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(1)

where E and μ are elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
material of BQZSS, separately. It is clear that Fn in equation

(1) is the function of displacement δ1 and the structural
dimensions of BQZSS. Note that the relationship between
the overall displacement δ, bending deformation δ2, and
fexural displacement δ1 can be expressed as follows:
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According to equations (1)– (3), diferentiating force Fn
in equation (1) with respect to overall displacement δ yields
the stifness of BQZSS as follows:
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To verify the efectiveness of the restoring force of BQZSS
given in equation (1), the fnite element model of BQZSS is
established usingANSYS software as shown in Figure 6.During
the fnite element analysis, the solid 185 element is adopted to
model BQZSS and swept mesh is then generated. Herein, we
use Nylon PA12 to fabricate BQZSS, and their structural pa-
rameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2. In Figure 6(c), the dis-
placement of all nodes located at the bottom of BQZSS in X, Y,
andZ directions is set to 0, and the displacement of all nodes on
the top of BQZSS is coupled together. Only the vertical dis-
placement of the coupling nodes on the top of BQZSS is
allowed. To obtain the nonlinear characteristics of BQZSS, the
displacement load is imposed on the coupling nodes and then
the reaction force of coupling nodes can be obtained.

As displayed in Figure 7, the results of restoring force
calculated by equation (1) are compared with that computed
by ANSYS software.Te restoring force of BQZSS around its
equilibrium position is about 450N, which can be employed
to preload iron core of transformer. Most importantly, the
restoring force curves around the equilibrium position are so
fat that they can be substituted with constant for following
analysis. As can be seen from the comparison, the theoretical
restoring force given by equation (1) has a good agreement
with that obtained by fnite element ones, which has verifed
the theoretical model.

Referring to equation (5), the stifness expression is so
complicated that it is inconvenient for following analysis.

Hence, the Taylor approximation of equation (5) is con-
ducted, and the approximate expression can be obtained as
follows:

Kqzs(δ) � k1δ + k3δ
3
, (6)

where k1 and k3 are the approximate stifness coefcients, and
they are listed in Table 3. Te stifness results calculated by
equations (5) and (6) are compared in Figure 8. In the range of
0 to 8mm, the stifness of BQZSS calculated with equation (5)
is in good agreement with that given by Taylor approximation
in equation (6), and nonlinearity of three stifness curves
around equilibrium position is so weak that the stifness
around equilibrium can be approximated as a constant for
following analysis. Subsequently, the linear stifness term k1 in
equation (6) will be used to carry out the analysis of bandgap
structures of double-beam metamaterial.

3. Propagation of Flexural Waves in Double-
Beam System and Wave Dispersion

Referring to the mechanical model of double-beam meta-
material in Figure 3(a), the system consists of two uniform
beams periodically coupled with BQZSS that enforce the
continuity of transverse displacement and rotation at the
connection points between the two beam elements. Te
dynamics of double-beam metamaterial is investigated by
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: Finite element model of BQZSS: (a) entity model, (b) fnite element model, and (c) constraint conditions.
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Figure 5: Mechanical model of BQZSS: (a) vertical view, (b) front view, and (c) deformation of BQZSS.
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deriving the governing equations for one of its unit cells in
Figure 3(b). Setting up local coordinate systems x1 ∘y1,
x1 ∘y3, x2 ∘y2, and x2 ∘y4, the vibration displacement of
each beam can be expressed as Y1 (x1, t), Y2 (x2, t), Y3 (x1, t),
and Y4 (x2, t), respectively.

3.1. Dispersion Relation. Following the Euler–Bernoulli
beam theory and assuming that the coupling of the two
beams is exactly imposed in the middle of unit cell. Te
governing equations are written as follows:

z
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where E1, E2, ρ1, ρ2, A1, A2, I1, and I2 refer to Young’s
modulus, density, cross-sectional area, and moment of in-
ertia of two beams. Considering the travelling wave solution,
the solutions of equations (7)–(10) can be written as follows:

Table 1: Mechanical parameters of BQZSS.

Name Elastic modulus (E) Poisson’s ratio (μ) Density (ρ)
PA12 1.3Gpa 0.4 1150 kg/m3

Table 2: Dimensions of BQZSS.

Names b1 b2 d Dm D L0 L h t
PA12-I 7.0 11 19 31 49 13 10 3.5 4
PA12-II 7.0 12 19 33 49 13 10 3.3 4
PA12-III 7.0 13 19 35 49 13 10 3.0 4
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Figure 7: Restoring force of BQZSS.

Table 3: Coefcients of Taylor approximation.

Names k1 (N·m−1) K3 (N·m−1)
PA12-I 1035 2.9982e6
PA12-II 2092 3.2527e6
PA12-III 4150 3.4481e6
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Figure 8: Stifness of BQZSS.
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(i= 1, 2). Tere are sixteen unknown
coefcients ajk (j= 1∼4, k= 1∼4) existing in equations
(12)–(15), and they can be determined by imposing the
boundary conditions. As shown in Figure 3(b), the frst set of
boundary conditions is the continuity of displacements and
balance of forces within each beam element:

y1
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where θi � dyi/dxi (i= 1, 2) is angle, and Mi � EiIid
2yi/dx2

i

and Qi � dMi/dxi denote the moment and shear force in
two beams. In equations (20) and (21), fs is the force ofered
by two BQZSSs and can be defned as follows:

fs �
k1

2
y2(0) − y4(0) . (24)

Te second set of boundary conditions is coming from
the Bloch theorem:
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Substituting solutions in equations (12)–(15), into the
boundary conditions (16)–(30), then a set of algebraic
equations can be obtained. Setting the determinant of the
coefcient matrix to zero, the dispersion relation is deter-
mined in the following form:
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e
4μ

+ e
− 4μ

  + T1 e
3μ

+ e
− 3μ

  + T2 e
2μ

+ e
− 2μ

  + T3 e
μ

+ e
− μ

(  + T4 � 0, (33)

where μ� iqL, i�
���
−1

√
, q is the wave vector and coefcient Tj

(j� 1∼4) is listed in Appendix A. As cosh μ � cos (iqL), the
dispersion relation in equation (33) can be written as
follows:

cos4 (iqL) +
T1

2
cos3 (iqL) +

T2 − 4
4

cos2 (iqL) +
T3 − 3T1

8
cos (iqL) +

T4 − 2T2 + 2
16

� 0. (34)

It is clear that equation (34) is a quartic algebraic
equation in cosqL. Hence, four pairs of wave solutions ±q1,
±q2, ±q3, and ±q4 exist for a given frequency ω, and each
pair waves represent the same characteristic wave but travels
in opposite directions. According to the expression of four
pairs of wave solutions, the fexural wave can be divided into
following three categories [29]:

(i) Propagating. Te wave number is real (i.e., q�Re
(q)). Te fexural wave travels through the unit cell
without attenuation.

(ii) Attenuating. Te imaginary part of wave number is
nonzero and the real part is 0 or π. Te fexural wave
will be attenuated when travelling cross the unit cell.

(iii) Complex. Te wave number q is complex (i.e., 0<Re
(q)< π and Im (q)> 0). Te fexural wave is atten-
uating when it travels through the unit cell.

As a result, it all depends on what kind of wave number q
is, the double-beam metamaterial may have three types of
bandgap properties for fexural wave attenuation at a given
frequency ω:

(a) Attenuation-Attenuation-Attenuation-Attenuation.
All wave numbers belong to the attenuating cate-
gory.Te two adjacent cells vibrate either in phase or
out of phase, and all waves will be attenuated as they
travel through the unit cell. Tis phenomenon is
attributed to Bragg scattering. Hence, this bandgap is
called as Bragg scattering (BS) zone.

(b) Complex-Complex-Complex-Complex. Four pairs of
wave numbers belong to category (III), and are
complex-conjugate. Four pairs of wave numbers
denote the same characteristic wave that attenuate
and experience a phase change when they travel
across a unit cell. Tis is typical local resonance.
Terefore, this bandgap can be marked as local
resonance (LR) zone.

(c) Complex/Attenuating. At least one pair of wave
number belongs to BS, and the others are LR types.
Tus, all waves will be attenuated as they travel cross
unit cell whereas this type of attenuation benefts
from the blend of BS and LR mechanisms.

Based on the analysis conducted above, three types of
bandgaps may be generated by the double-beam meta-
material. In the next subsection, we will investigate the

bandgap structures and dispersion properties of the double-
beam metamaterial.

3.2. Bandgap Structure of Double-Beam Metamaterial.
According to the mechanical characteristics of BQZSS
studied in Section 2.2, the stifness of BQZSS given in
equation (6) is nonlinear, whereas the restoring force and
stifness curves plotted in Figures 7 and 8 are so fat around
equilibrium position that the stifness can be linearized. For
convenience, the stifness of BQZSS around its equilibrium
position is approximated with constant k1. Hence, the
stifness contained in unit cell is k1/2 in Figure 3(b). Te
parameters of silicon steel sheet and aluminum beams for
simulation are listed in Table 4.

First of all, the Taylor approximation of stifness of
BQZSS made of PA12-I is utilized to study the bandgap
structures and dispersion properties of the double-beam
metamaterial. Refer to the dispersion relation given by
equation (34) and the parameters of beams listed in Table 4,
the wave vector qL can be obtained by calculating equation
(34), and then, the real and imaginary parts are exhibited in
Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. Tese curves show that
within the third bandgap, all wave number solutions are of
Attenuation-Attenuation-Attenuation-Attenuation type,
which is consistent with Bragg scattering mechanism.
Compared with the third bandgap, the behavior of wave
number varies when the wave travels crossing the frst,
second, and fourth bandgaps. Tese bandgaps possess two
Complex and two Attenuating wave number pairs, and all
of wave number solutions are Attenuating type as the
frequency increases. Hence, the frst, second, and fourth
bandgaps beneft forms the blend of BS and LR
mechanisms.

Note that the real part of wave numbers determines the
dispersion properties of propagating waves, while the
imaginary part of wave numbers governs the attenuation
properties of the double-beammetamaterial. Keeping this in
mind, the bandgap structures in Figures 9(a) and 9(b) can be
simplifed into the representation in Figures 9(c) and 9(d).
As can be seen from Figure 9(c), four bandgaps exist in the
frequency range of 0Hz to 1000Hz. Te frst bandgap spans
from 73.34Hz to 115.3Hz, and wave numbers within this
bandgap are two Complex and two Attenuating types.
Similarly, the second and fourth bandgaps are from
150.3Hz/487.4Hz to 214.8Hz/516.4Hz. Te frst, second,
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and fourth bandgaps are generated by the blend of BS and LR
mechanisms. In contrast, the third bandgap starts from
288Hz to 305.2Hz, which is attributed to Bragg scattering.
Most importantly, all bandgaps denoted with grey areas in
Figure 9(c) can efectively suppress the low frequency fexure
vibrations at frequencies 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz, and 500Hz
of silicon steel sheets for power transformer.

Figure 9(d) displays the attenuation constants within
four bandgaps. It can be seen that the attenuation con-
stants within the frst and second bandgaps are relatively
large, which means the low frequency fexure vibrations
travelling cross these bandgaps will be attenuated dra-
matically. Whereas, the attenuation constants in third
and fourth bandgaps are small and the low frequency
vibration of silicon steel sheet can be suppressed as giving
enough time.

3.3. Efects of Length L on the Bandgap Structure. Giving a
view to the dispersion relation in equation (34), it is a
function of the length L of the unit cell. Tus, the efects of
length L on the characteristics of bandgaps are discussed in
Figure 10. As the length L of the unit cell of the double-beam
metamaterial increases from 0.12m to 0.145m, the disper-
sion curves move to low frequency region, and the width of
each bandgap is reduced. Te dispersion curve lied between
the frst two bandgaps is so fat that is helpful for controlling
the low frequency vibration of transformers. For L� 0.12,
0.139, or 0.145, the width of bandgap of each case decreases
as frequency goes up. Terefore, the low frequency vibration
bandgap can be obtained by tuning length L.

Figure 10(b) also shows the variation of attenuation
constants with respect to the length L. As length L increases,
the lower and upper edge frequencies of each bandgap

Table 4: Physical parameters of beams.

Names Elastic modulus (E) Density (ρ) Length (m) Width (m) Tickness (m)
Silicon steel sheet 2e11 Pa 7650 kg/m3 0.139 0.1 6e− 4
Aluminum 68e9 Pa 2700 kg/m3 0.139 0.1 3e− 3
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Figure 9: Bandgap structure of double-beam metamaterial: (a) real parts of wave number pairs, (b) imaginary parts of wave number pairs,
(c) dispersion of double-beam metamaterial, and (d) minimum absolute value of attenuation constants.
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moves to the low frequency region, which results in the
position of each bandgap moving to the low frequency
region as well. Te attenuation constants of each bandgap in
low frequency region are larger, which means these
bandgaps can quickly attenuate low frequency fexure vi-
bration of iron core. Whereas, the attenuation constants of
high frequency bandgaps are small, thus, the vibration
within these high frequency bandgaps can also be damped as
long as there is enough time. Terefore, the bandgap can be
tuned by optimizing the length L of the unit cell.

3.4. Efects of Stifness on the Bandgap Structure. Since the
dynamic coupling between the silicon steel sheet and alu-
minum beams is created by BQZSS, the intensity of coupling
plays an important role in forming bandgaps. Hence, the
efects of stifness k1 of BQZSS on the characteristics of
bandgaps are analyzed in Figure 11. Te BQZSSs made of
PA12-I, PA12-II, and PA12-III in Section 2.2 are employed
to couple the silicon steel sheet beam and aluminum beam.
As stifness k1 increases, the edge frequencies of each
bandgap increase, which results in the bandgaps moving to
high frequency region. Besides, an almost fat dispersion
curve is located between the frst two bandgaps.

Te attenuation constants of the double-beam meta-
material are also illustrated in Figure 11(b). When stifness
k1 increases, the attenuation constants within the second,
third, and fourth bandgaps increase gradually. Whereas, the
attenuation constant in the frst bandgap will decrease when
k1 goes up. Moreover, the lower and upper edge frequencies
of each bandgap increase with the increase of k1. Hence,
choosing an optimal stifness k1 is good for suppression of
low frequency fexure vibration of iron core.

3.5. Parameters of Double Beams on the Bandgap Structure.
Te bandgap structures of the double-beam metamaterial
are also determined by the parameters of two beams.
According to equations (12)–(15), the characteristics of
fexural wave travelling through the unit cell mainly depend

on the structural parameters. Once the materials of two
beams are selected as silicon steel sheet and aluminum,
respectively, the dynamics of the system can be tuned with
moment of inertia Ii and the cross-sectional area Ai. Herein,
the dimensions of aluminum beam remains unchangeable,
and the ratio β � β2/β1 is defned to investigate the efects of
geometric parameters on bandgaps, where β2 �

���������
E2I2/ρ2A2

4


and β1 �
���������
E1I1/ρ1A1

4


. By tuning β from 1.32 to 1.85 as
shown in Figure 12, the variation of the bandgap structure is
displayed.

As β increases from 1.32 to 1.85, the lower and upper
edge frequencies of each dispersion curve decrease, which
yields the low frequency bandgap for iron core of trans-
formers. Besides, the width of each bandgap is increasing
with the increase of β. Interestingly, there is also a fat
dispersion curve existing between the frst two bandgaps.
Te efects of β on attenuation constants are also investigated
in Figure 12(b). As β increases, the attenuation constant
becomes larger and move to the low frequency region. Tus,
a larger β has more advantages for low frequency fexural
vibration of iron core.

4. Numerical Verification of
Wave Transmission

In order to investigate the vibration transmittance properties
of the double-beam metamaterial, the frequency response
function (FRF) of themetamaterial with fnite 75 unit cells has
been calculated. As shown in Figure 13, the beam4 and
combine14 elements are utilized to set up the fnite element
models of beams and BQZSS repressively, and two ends of the
beam system are simply supported. Te physical and geo-
metrical parameters of two beams as well as the length L of
unit cell are the same as discussed in the previous section.Te
stifness coefcients of PA12-I in Table 3 are selected for the
following analysis. Two beams in Figure 13 are meshed with
97500 fnite beam elements. To conduct harmonic response
analysis in ANSYS software, a harmonic excitation force with
amplitude of 500N is applied at a node adjacent of the left
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Figure 10: Efects of length L on bandgaps of the double-beam metamaterial: (a) efects of length L on bandgap structures and (b) efects of
length L on attenuation constants.
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Figure 13: Finite element model of the double-beam metamaterial with 75 unit cells.
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support on the aluminum beam and the transverse dis-
placement of the node adjacent of the right support for each
beam is measured. Note that the node where the harmonic
force applied is not the connection point of BQZSS, and the
nodes where the transverse displacement measured are not
the connection point of BQZSS. In addition, the damping
coefcient of the system is assumed to be 0.01. Trough the
fnite element analysis, the results are depicted in Figure 14.

As shown in Figure 14, the dispersion curves revealed in the
left side are the theoretical results, while the red and blue curves
plotted in the middle and the right sides are the frequency
response functions of silicon steel sheet and aluminum beams,
respectively. It is clear that the results of the theoretical
bandgaps calculated in Section 3 have a good agreement with
the FRFs computed in ANSYS, which proves the correctness of
the theoretical model. Te grey areas in Figure 14 are the
bandgap regions, which result in the strong attenuation of both
the beams. Te attenuation strength in each region is con-
sistent with the attenuation constants in Figure 9(d).

5. Conclusions

To suppress the low frequency fexural vibration and noise of
iron core of power transformer caused by magnetostriction, a
double-beam metamaterial constructed through coupling sil-
icon steel sheet and aluminum beams with BQZSS is proposed.
Unlike the traditional Bragg scattering or local resonance
metamaterial using lattice or discrete resonators, the multiple
low frequency bandgaps of the double-beam metamaterial are
formed with dynamic coupling created by BQZSS, while each
beam does not individually have bandgap.Te dynamics of the
unit cell is established in terms of Euler–Bernoulli beam theory,

and then, the dispersion relation is investigated with the
consideration of boundary conditions and Bloch theorem.Te
efects of the parameters of two beam and BQZSS on the
characteristics of bandgap are studied, which leads to BS-type
bandgap and the blend of BS-LR type bandgap. Finally, the
frequency response function of the double-beam metamaterial
with a fnite length is calculated to validate the theoretical
bandgaps. Te results show that the multiple low frequency
vibration bandgaps at frequencies 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz, and
500Hz can be obtained for the suppression of main fexural
vibration components of power transformer, and tuning the
geometric parameters of two beams, length L of unit cell and
stifness of BQZSS can modify the bandgap structure by
opening or closing gaps. Hence, the double-beammetamaterial
proposed and ofers a new control approach for low frequency
vibration and noise of power transformer.
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